NEWS RELEASE
Global Net Commerce, Inc. Enhanced Remote PRL / Activation Capability
Providing New Wireless Program Services to the Financial Industry
Irvine, California – September 19, 2007 – Global Net Commerce, Inc. (GNCI)
announced today that its MSM router/modem operating system now supports remote
Preferred Roaming Lists (PRL) and activations for all Novatel and Sierra Wireless radio
cards. This capability is available on all GNCI wireless applications. “GNCI is very
pleased about this operating enhancement,” said Michael Goraleski, President and
CEO. “The remote PRL and activation feature saves time and avoids costly visits to our
customers’ remote wireless sites. GNCI’s MSM solution reduces the possibility of
communication losses associated with carrier PRL updates.”
Wolfgang Tolkien, Senior Engineer adds “This feature really streamlines the carrier and
client trouble-shooting process. It also allows carriers/customers to modify data usage
plans and easily implement carrier data enhancements. Our leading-technology product
is among the first to support this capability to update Preferred Roaming Lists and
activate radio cards across multiple radio cards.”
GNCI’s applications use standards-based networking and security. Industry standard
IPSEC with 3DES or AES encryption is used for security over the internet and radio
network. Built-in firewall features ensure unauthorized access attempts and logged and
denied.
Global Net Commerce, Inc. (GNCI) is a leading provider of wireless applications for the
financial services and retail verticals. GNCI provides manufacturing, engineering /
development of wireless applications; and offers installation, maintenance and servicing
of wireless 3-G / Broadband / Next Generation products for ATMs and telemetry of high
profile financial institutions and affiliated member networks. Our professional services
and skilled technicians are focused on delivering reliable and quality support for wireless
ATM programs. The executive management of GNCI possesses over 100 years of
combined experience in the ATM and financial services industries. GNCI is privately
owned and operated and is based in Irvine, California. For more information on GNCI’s
products and services, please refer to our website at www.globalnetcommerceinc.com.
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